(1) and V 2 (x, i) is obtained from Vi(x, t) on replacing a,\ by a 2 and integrating from 0 to + oo. Now apply the Laplace transformation to equations (4) and (5), denoting the transforms of Z7, V, and so on, by u y v, and so on, respectively :
du (x, s) du(x, s) (4') lim ki = lim k 2 ; s->-o dx x-»+o dx (5') 5 
u{xj s) = <j)(s) exp [-| x\ (s/a v ) 112 ] + v v (x, s).
The unknown function 0(s) can be eliminated between equations (40 and (50, and the solution is then obtained by applying the inverse Laplace transformation to u(x, s): In the classical proofs of similar theorems 6 ƒ(x) is always a bounded function. In adapting such methods of proof to the present situation it is only necessary to investigate the effect of the unboundedness of fix). A complete proof is given here for only one typical integral in each case. The right members of (6) obviously converge.
(a) The differential equation. If U(x y t) is differentiated with respect to / under the integral sign, one of the resulting integrals is of the form
Since the right member converges, and does not contain /, J(x } t) converges uniformly in /.
(b) The initial condition. The solutions (6) are composed of two essentially distinct types of integrals, according as x and £ have the same or opposite signs. We first prove that, in the first case, the integral vanishes with /. Consider i r 00 r (* + s) 2 i From the hypotheses on ƒ (x),
If #^#!>(), and t<xi/&b, then
Hence J(x, /) approaches zero with /, uniformly in x in any semiinfinite interval 0<#i^x. An inspection of (6) now shows that, in order to prove that the initial condition (2) is satisfied it is sufficient to prove that
the approach to the limit being uniform in x in any interval 0<#i^#^# 2 . Given any e>0, we can choose a S>0, independent of x and t, such that |/(£)-/(#)| <e if \x -£| <S, 8<#i. Having chosen 3, we can write
where in each of the first three integrals the integrand is
Denote the right member of (7) by I1+I2+I3+I4* The unboundedness of f(x) is important in Zi, 7 3 , and ƒ4. -^2 is easily seen to be less than e. In I\ make the change of variable £ = # -2f/ which obviously approaches zero with /, uniformly in x.
(c) The interface conditions. Equations (3) and (4) will obviously be satisfied if x can approach zero within the integral signs. The proof is given for one typical case :
Denote the right member of (8) by /1+I2. In h make the change of variable £ = * + 2f/ 1/2 :
• 
If M is the bound of condition (AQ), we can choose a fixed #2 > | #i| +?7 such that
. D U(-X it t) < ; 0 <t£h.
' MiMty 2
Having chosen x 2 , consider J(x^ i). From conditions (Ai), (A 2 ), (A 4 ), J(x2, t) can be differentiated with respect to / under the integral sign ; using equation (1),
From condition (A B ) this may be integrated by parts ; using equations (3) and (4),
Since the last term is nonpositive, dJ/dt is not greater than the sum of the first two terms. Hence, from (A 6 ) and equations (9) dJ(x 2 , t)
2 Jo But J(x2, h)>D. Thus the assumption that U(xi, ti)y^0 leads to a contradiction if #i^0, /i5^0, and by the continuity conditions (Ai) and (A 8 ) the theorem is proved.
We are now in a position to prove a more general uniqueness theorem. PROOF. Conditions (Ai)-(A 5 ) and (B 2 ) are easily seen to be satisfied. We give the proof for (A 6 ) and (B 3 ). An inspection of (6) Since ƒ(#) approaches a limit as x-» 00, the second term of the right member of (12) can be made less than any e>0 by choosing x>X, independent of t. The first term of the right member of (12) clearly approaches zero as required in order that (11) be true. It may be remarked that the conditions imposed on f(x) in Theorem 4 are merely sufficient, and not necessary. In particular, ƒ(x) need not have limits as | x\ -» 00. For example, U(x, t) -x as defined by (6) satisfies conditions B if f(x)=x. However, in most physical applications/^) will satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem, since the problem considered here is an approximation, for small time values, to the finite composite solid problem.
DEFINITION. Let f(x) be defined and continuous for all real x except x = 0. A function U(x, t) will be said to satisfy conditions B with respect to f(x) if:
(Bi) U(x, t) satisfies (Ai)-(A 6 ) inclusive. (B 2 ) U(x,
t)-*f(x) as t-»0, uniformly in x in any finite interval
0<#l^ \x\ ^#2- (B 3 ) U(x, t)-f(x)->0 as |#|-»oo, uniformly in t in any finite in- terval 0</^/i.
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